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November 15. Dined The Club. Bishop Gore sat next
me. He told me his father had been page to Lord Welles-
ley as Viceroy of Ireland, and was once waiting in his
gorgeous clotnes in some ante-room when the great man
came in and so for a moment the boy had a tete-ti-tete with
the Viceroy. What the Viceroy said to him was:
"Charlie Gore, remember what I tell you: my brother
Arthur is the greatest fool on earth." On which I told
him the Duke's opinion of the Marquess in the story (I
don't know where it comes from) of someone bringing
Wellington the news of Wellesley's death: " I am sorry
to say that I hear Lord Wellesley is dead." " Well . . ,
and a damned disagreeable fellow too! "
From Sir George Trevelyan x	Easter Sunday,
March 27, 1921
dear john bailey,
I have read the " Continuity in Change " 2 with the full
and grateful and rather emotional leisure of this day in the
year, of all others; when there is no public news to disturb
and disappoint, as seems to be the only vocation of news
in these strange and evil days; and when the natural man,
if he has any high impulse left in him, is inspired by the
aspiration so beautifully described in The Times article
of yesterday. Your paper in the Supplement in feeling,
thought, reasoning, and (not least) in brevity and compass
is an exquisite piece. There are certain passages which ex-
press the few things (and the fewer the better) that I
intensely and absolutely believe. . . . That belief was de-
fined as being dependent on practice; in other words, that
what a man tries to do, and frays to do, and succeeds
(according to human strength) in doing, becomes in time
Ms belief and his religion. Self-knowledge and self-control
are the two divine graces: and in the highest sense the
noble Hne is true, that e codo descendit yv&Qi
1	The late' Sir George Trevelyan, O.M,
2	Aa article written by my husband in The limes Literary Supplement.

